
PT-200SWELDING POSITIONER

ServoArc Welding Positioner



ServoArc Welding system – PT-200s

ProArc offers ServoArc series positioner that adopts SERVO MOTOR to 
achieve a “more stable and accurate welding process”. User can easily 
reproduce welding process, welding speed and current through intuitive 
HMI. 

Compared to PT-100/200 series positioner, PT-200s stands out because it 
"maintains flexibility and constant torque even the machine is under 
lower rotation speed".



Allow unskilled welders to get consistent and precision weld.

Requires less maintenance and lower overall production costs.

Easy to reproduction and maintain stable welding quality.

What are the benefits of using ServoArc PT-200s?

Advantages



Save/ Load/ Back up 100 programs.

CB-500 Smart Control

Allows to set up welding procedure with parameters.

Diagnosis function for easy trouble shooting.



Flexible Accessories

The system comes with various 
configuration modes, allowing flexible 
combinations based on specific 
requirements. 



Find your welding solutions

- ProArc WO-15 is suitable for MIG/MAG welding in heavy

fabrication application.

- Comes with 4 adjustable parameters: oscillation width/

oscillation speed, dwell time on left & right

WO-15

- PG-150: OD 4 - 150mm

- PG-300: OD 4 - 300mm

Jaw 
chuck



Find your welding solutions

- ProArc TL-101 Pneumatic torch lifter enables the

consistency and quality of welds

- Applicable in many welding processes, including plasma

cutting, automation or robotic welding applications.

- With tilt range 30°

TL-101

Torch 
Stand - ProArc TS-145 and U type torch stand enable welders to

have steady torch position

- Help to achieve repetitive welding tasks



Find your welding solutions

- ProArc WF-10 Wire Feeder is suitable for TIG and plasma

welding.

- Equips with wire retraction function

WF-10

SV-260

- SV-260 safety viewer protects eyes from sparks and

harmful radiation under normal welding conditions.



Turnkey welding solutions

ProArc ServoArc positioner

LINCOLN Schweissanlagen 

…everything you’d like



Customer references

WF-10



THANK YOU
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